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LeadStrong
Instructure’s Leadership Training Program

Based on Google’s Project Oxygen

● eLearning Pre-Work

–concepts

–frameworks

–content

● Live in-person training focus:

–discussion

–practice

–feedback

–practical application



8 Core Behaviors

1. Coaching

2. Empowerment

3. Concern for Employee

4. Productivity and Results

5. Communication

6. Career Development

7. Clear Vision and Strategy

8. Key Technical Skills



Program Feedback

1. Meaningful content

2. Engaging program

3. Want it to be shorter

4. Group discussion



What is Design 

Thinking?







Discovery Process
One Approach

REFINE DISCUSSION GUIDE, USE MODELS

Refers to a good or service being offered by a 

company ideally a product

OPEN ENDED CONVERSATIONS

Start with a broad set of questions and dig deep. 

Don’t try too hard to find insights too quickly

SYNTHESIZE CONVERSATIONS

Review all of the conversations and synthesize 

findings into groups. Allow the structure to emerge.

IDENTIFY INSIGHTS

Analyze synthesis and structure looking for insights. 

Question everything and find ways to dive deeper.



Expectations 
of Managers

Expectations 
of MY Manager



Synthesize Convos

DEEP WORK

You need time and space to go through the 

conversations and pull out every meaningful bit.

EMERGENT STRUCTURE

Don’t impose structure and groups on the synthesis until it 

emerges. This should jump off the page.

OUR INSIGHTS

People talk about what they expect of managers much different 

than how they talk about what they expect of THEIR manager



1.  Expectations of managers v. Expectation of our manager

Our Insights

2. Conversations are key to manager success

My Manager All Managers

Feedback Align teams to the business objectives

Expectations Clear and consistent communication

Growth and Challenge Take action and provide opportunity

3. We might have less experienced managers



1.  How do I teach effective conversations to my managers?

New Questions

2. What does a good conversation look like?

3. Can all managers learn these skills?



Conversation-Centric

Manager Development





1.  Foundation: drivers, personality, strengths, interests

Manager Conversations

2. Connection: care personally, go beyond project status

3. Progress: check-in regularly to move things forward 

4. Development: regular check-ins on career and growth 

If you’re having these conversations there will be no 
surprises when you talk title and compensation



Foundation Conversations







Most important Least important

Career Drivers 



Connection Conversations



Progress Conversations



Development Conversations



2. They have the 

assertiveness to drive 

outcomes and the ability 

to overcome adversity and 

resistance

4. They create a culture 

of clear accountability

1. They motivate every single 

employee to take action and 

engage employees with a 

compelling mission and vision

5. They build 

relationships that create 

trust, open dialogue, and 

full transparency

Gallup finds that great managers have 

the following talents:

3. They make 

decisions based 

on productivity, 

not politics



Actions
Research 

Infographic

Card Request

www.bridgedrivers.com



Conversation


